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END OF YEAR MESSAGE BY OUR PRESIDENT DR. MANCA

Turn of the year: looking forward!
Dear Friends, Supporters, Fellows, and Partners of the SCimPULSE Foundation,
We have closed 2016 and this is the time to reflect on what we have achieved during the year and also
acknowledge you, who have contributed to its success. We are again at that moment when we are called to review
our achievements and share our hopes and fears.
Like trying to pick one's favourite child, it is impossible to decide which story or event should be emphasized. From
Soundsight Training-helping the blind overcome challenges, Hephestos-redefining the craft of business,
BioDynaMo, Science Opera and OpenCare and many others.

Thus, also in order to keep this message short and to the point, I will only talk of our future, even when looking
back.
In this light, the most significant 2016 event for SCImPULSE is an easy pick. Two different teams have come at our
doorstep, manifesting the intention to spin-off their activities from us into the real world. Realizing our vision that
the Foundation should constantly evolve to help solving new challenges irrelevant to the sustainability of any new
solution.
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We are now working together with the teams, to design a sustainable model of work, aligned with our ideals, to
grant access to the novelty they produced not only in technology, but on the organisation of the relative industries,
IT and financial services. We are studying the models necessary for the initial support, in order to maintain spinoffs sustainable and the ideas as open as possible. This opens up an entire new range of partnerships that we are
starting to nurture and it’s pushing us to study again, and to expand our social networks. Growth being a natural
phase.
...and more projects had reached what Massimo calls “escape velocity”, and have seeded business into some
stakeholders’ activities. We have started to invest growing attention into narrating our activities, stories and
conversations, and into designing ways to trace their impact and evolution beyond the borders of our organisation.
You might have noticed a change in our website and social media. This is integral to the accountability and the
increase of the human capital that our supporters, and fellows invest in us!

Furthermore, we are exploring the possibility to branch-out while preserving the core values and standards of
SCimPULSE.. We are researching different entrepreneurial scenarios to become more invested in great ideas that
could potentially affect the lives of billions of people and help humanity rise.
However, whilst transparent as usual, much of this work will still remain invisible to most as we still learn how to
work out-loud and nevertheless defend the rights of our stakeholders.
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What can you expect from us in the next few months?
- At the end of January, and mid of February, we will arrange two hands-on workshops dedicated to hacker- and
maker- teams interested to solve some problems in social/medical care;
- In March, a consortium meeting of OpenCare with a full immersion for all stakeholders;
- The announcement of an already-signed-but-embargoed-still consortium that will get many of you excited,
hopefully as much as we all are;
- An addition of new appointees that will join our already solid OpenCare team to help us strengthen the ties with
the grassroots initiatives in care in EU;
- Launch of an initiative to facilitate the cooperation by students and young researchers in our activities, at any
level in our organisation.
…and this is just the tip of the iceberg!
Many won’t realize how difficult it is, to twine many stories from a very eventful year into just one narrative. I had
to choose a cut for our story, and I hope that you will have found what you read interesting and worthy of your
time, but I won’t hide from you that the best way to understand SCImPULSE is to write your own narrative of it. In
2017, get to know us, embrace our enthusiasm and passion, and become one of us!
Thanks for being part of 2016 and helping to make the past year so memorable. I invite you to join us in
anticipating what will be accomplished in the year to come.
To a great 2017 and a productive and healthy New Year for everyone.
Ad Maiora!
Yours Truly,
Marco
Marco Manca, MD
Co-Founder & President
SCimPULSE Foundation
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FOUNDATION: “SCIMPULSE”
HOW THE IDEA CAME TO LIFE:
The initial idea comes from the success of a few communities, especially in the scientific world, which have proven
an incredible resilience as innovation/societal experiment.
The experiment proves how extremely diverse parties can leap beyond traditional schemes re-inventing
themselves, creatively exploring and envisioning a better future for humankind within an open framework,
untangled from commercial purposes.

Founders:

Marco Manca (Chairman & cofounder)

Massimo Mercuri (Secretary & cofounder)

Stef Cuijpers (Treasurer & cofounder)
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OUR STORY
SCImPULSE Foundation was officially established on May 1st 2013, by Stef Cuijpers, Marco Manca, and Massimo
Mercuri (rigorously in surname alphabetical order). It happened after months of growingly intense reflections
about the need to break through the chains of our economy’s incentive scheme on research and collaboration. In
hindsight, we were holding a vision more so than a strategy. In fact, SCImPULSE was born with the Founders’
expertises and networks as its only capital, and a value proposition largely based on peer-to-peer mentoring and
“partnership in crime”.
A note should be left about the name: SCImPULSE. It was the teenager child of one of the cofounders who
suggested it, after the father mentioned the content of the reflections of the founders-to-be. It would be the crasis
of “science” and “impulse”, SCImPULSE, without a chosen pronunciation to be able to play with three words
contained in it: science, impulse, and pulse. A true, brilliantly innocent and naïve branding!
Without loud and hyped claims, virality seeking campaigns, or lobbying for financial support… one could say
ignoring the established set of believes about how to start a social initiative delivering the biggest chance of
success… Right from the beginning, the Foundation started seeking natural growth, investing time in direct, tight,
and true human connections around the three founding members; provoking challenging conversations evolving
around questions like: “what is your dream in the drawer?”; “what if we could make it together?” and “where and
how do you think we should start?”. Another hurdle to take was pursuing and obtaining the ANBI status. It was a
struggle to explain the tax authorities we would have major activities without moving around much capital or
cashflows, where the base of the foundation is “like-for-like” principle, moving people and projects with passion
instead of monetary flows. Finally, after several discussions, letters and objections, the status was obtained on
April 30th 2014.
IDENTITY:
The SCimPulse Foundation is an organization whose goal is the common goal of humankind: thriving in harmony.
The identity of the foundation is captured in the purpose and nature of the foundation and its members. This can
be summarized as being:
“We support a global virtual collaboration infrastructure that enables the participating partners to build on each
other strengths”.
The foundation will fulfil its purpose through a double approach:
•
through the discovery of hidden knowledge, and
•
through the facilitation of experimental environments like open sandbox and open networks.
Targeting primarily those who can lead small or large groups to embrace a progressive mentality with extreme
consciousness about the planetary boundaries, interested in evolving and willing to move their focus from profit to
impact.
Members and volunteers of the foundation share the same values and believe in the purpose and goals of the
foundation itself.
The values of the foundations are best expressed as being an open environment without discrimination towards
health, politics, gender, religion, race or wealth, aiming at the common goal.
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VISION:
SCImPULSE Foundation exists to work on a contra-disciplinary (as in negation of disciplines, not in their
ignorance/absence) understanding- and ultimately surpassing- of humankind challenges and needs. The Foundation
will be a catalyst of coopetition (competition in cooperation, and cooperation through competition) and will explore- and
pave the way for new models of human enterprise, seeking prosperity and fairness to propel fundamental research
and science to support mankind in its broadest form.
Our true vision is to become obsolete by having humanity adapt their extrinsic approach towards progress to
intrinsic.

MISSION:
SCImPULSE sets out to be a sandbox for multi-/inter-disciplinary Research & Innovation, in order to observe,
identify and profile novelties, failures (near-misses), and successes (near-hits) worthy of spreading and documenting.
To do so, it offers a legal container to handle negotiations, resource flows, agreements and reports. In general, it
serves to act as a middleware between societal rules/bureaucracies- and- the evolving/novel behaviours emerging
from Research & Innovations.
We appeal to those who will pursue courageous fundamental research, or free-range innovation for the good of
humanity, which are usually less likely to identify a fitting container, or any interest in supporting their ideas.

HOW DID WE DO SO FAR?
In the first phase of the Foundation’s activities (2013-2014), it has operated following a completely cashless model.
All activities have been made possible by in kind contributions of expertise, labour, tools, spaces, etc, thanks to an
complex network of matching- and exchanging needs. Experiences, mentoring, and freedom to challenge/test
ideas, have been the currencies of this network. A network which has bound students, successful entrepreneurs,
diplomatic functionaries, newly moms, people stuck out of the employment market and at the margin after the
crisis, professionals, and of course career researchers… it would seem fair to claim that no bias of selection seems
evident, except for the existence within the network of the founders. Even more interesting is the fact that 100%
of the individuals who engaged in activities with the Foundation have done so in a continuing way, accompanying
the project they initiated or adopted for at least 2 years (range 2-4years), usually leaving only when the project
had reached what we label “escape velocity” and called for strategic decision about its life beyond the Foundation
(as a startup, a product offered by a partner enterprise, or as a Foundation of its own). Continuity is a
characterizing challenge of hackathons, barcamps, and most other “innovation” initiatives, including many
opensource projects, especially small ones. SCImPULSE had already surpassed this while not mobilizing any cash as
a lever of facilitation and appeal.
During 2014 something happened in SCImPULSE that made the board realize it would be time for a change of pace:
the Foundation found itself having to delay or lose opportunities, for the network of exchanges supporting the
core of the Foundation was unable to stretch at the edges of human network. The ecosystem had matured
sufficiently to call for the inception of a “financial toolkit” to manage an economy that had been based on
exchanges almost as direct and immediate as bartering. What had driven this process? First and foremost the need
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to find an interface between the values circulated by the inner economy at the core of SCImPULSE, and the
economies where other stakeholders operated. As a good practice, the Foundation has constantly tried to avoid
producing its own electricity… we find this is a better way of saying than “reinventing the wheel” as electricity is
already a commodity, and unless the focus of an enterprise were to reinvent the process of producing energy and
its economy, it would make very little sense to try to produce it on one’s own internalizing problems like continuity
of service, maintenance of infrastructure, load balancing of sources, etc. outside of an economy of scale. Which
means that for a growing number of projects the Foundation discovered an interest in collaborating with
stakeholders that did not symmetrically reciprocate at face value.
Though prioritizing its interest in experimenting with novel solutions to the challenge of an expanding ecosystem,
the Board of directors also agreed that in order not to lose momentum (in an organization that was already
challenging most rules of business administration), the time had come to pragmatically seek funding in order to be
able to resort to cash when needed.
To the readers finding this ironic, it was reminding that even the above-mentioned hypothetical enterprise aiming
to produce electricity alternatively to the current commoditized market, would have at some early point had the
need to connect to the current distribution system while working on its revolution. This moment in July 2015 signs
the beginning of the transition of the Foundation to the second stage, which will start roughly in January 2016
when the first significant cash flow was injected by a EU grant.
Since then SCImPULSE has had the opportunity to grow significantly further, with new institutional partnerships ,
and taking the opportunity to experiment with the first couple of spin-offs, evaluating alternative forms of IP
management policies and business plans. Furthermore, as the demand for certain activities is growing beyond the
possibility to ignore it, for example the demand for the acceleration and collision events, whilst the possibility to
run them is currently regulated by the organic flow and accumulation of resources with the inner network of the
Foundation, it has been decided to spin-off the Foundation itself, which will register a twin controlled by the same
Board of directors embracing a slightly wider mission that would make it possible to let some activities (mostly
education, mentoring, and consulting) lose, without diluting the human capital and the focus of SCImPULSE
Foundation. The added value hopefully generated by the spin-off through meeting at market value the growing
request for the above mentioned services, will be injected into the ANBI to further promote SCImPULSE
Foundation’s experimentation.
To conclude has SCImPULSE delivered on its promises? Yes. SCImPULSE has created a distributed, boundless,
environment for fundamental research, social experimentation, and innovation, which has attracted in the past 4
years over 13 brilliant projects and their enthusiastic fellows and associates. It has been able to communicate trust
to a wide network of stakeholders, and to gather sense making of its vision now shared with a number of valued
partners.
Are we dissatisfied with any of it? Yes, just like every dreamer would always find the ambition to go further and
further, relentlessly exploring and pioneering new opportunities, convincedly believing in the possibility to get
better, we think that SCImPULSE can and should surpass itself again and again, reaching a new scale, completely
resolving the dependency of human enterprises from the politics of the habens, and ultimately contributing to
transition humankind into a brighter future.
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ACHIEVEMENT WRAP UP
SCImPULSE Foundation is 4 years old this year. It has hosted 5 collision events 1, it launched or contributed to 13
projects2, contributed to 3 Master Courses3, contributed to several scientific and networking events 4, it attracted
H2020 funding with a young and unusual consortium. It contributed value to society for a conservative €1M in the
last year, thanks to its volunteers.
Let these achievements sink for a moment.

1

Geneva 2015, Geneva 2016, Geneva 2017, Milan 2017, and the joint event with the Geneva City Camp.
BATMAN, SoundSight, reBoot Banking, Resuscitation (aka Agricultural Anthropocene), Hephestos, Opera,
LetMeSee, BioDynaMo, BigData Epidemiology, OpenCare, eMatchIdeas, LINK4EDU 2RR, Medical Imaging for
eXtreme Environments.
3
reDesign Medicine, HealthIT MBA, HES MBA.
4
Forum Sanità 2016, Forum Sanità 2017, Colloquia Université de Geneve 2014, CERN openlab Workshop 2016,
CERN openlab Workshop 2017, IMIT2014, Innopolis R&D colloquia, 2015 Medical Records Updates Pesaro, CERN
Medical Applications Projects Forum 2016, CERN IdeaSquare curious mornings, Rome MakerFair 2016, Cene al
buio 2016, …just to mention a few
2
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FINANCIALS 2016
2016 is the year that, for the first time, we (as ScimPulse) are generating some cashflows. We not only
redistributing money from H2020 (Open Care project), but with the generated overhead from OpenCare, we were
able to fund operational expenses that help to propel the Foundation into the future in terms of growth- and
visibility. This last result will enable the foundation to extend its network (scientists-facilities-researchers-fundersand so on…) and enhance the footprint we will be able to make in society.
We propelled so many different initiatives and project in 2016 that we will actually try to capture the value which
we generate.
In the way that we are structured and organized, the generated value is not reflected from our annual statements.
We operate as much as possible in “like-for-like” modus, meaning we try to have interaction in an open sandbox
environment, without the usual monetary flow. This could lead to a perception that we don’t ad to society while
this is mostly derived from the movement of money reflected in the annual Operating reserve and loss and balance
sheet. Also on this turf we are quite innovative in approach, this is actually one of the reasons why we are so
successful. In order to try to show what we do, we are making efforts to capture this.
In general we had a good year in terms of the overhead we generated and the amount we spend for propelling the
organisation forward.
The overhead we generated is derived from the Open Care project of H2020. 2016 we started in a project, coming
from H2020 programme of the EU. We participate as one of the partners in this project where we have a total
budget of EUR 353.800. Over 200.000EUR we need to spend on staff costs, the challenge to do this was ini not
having actual staff. We don’t employ people (fellows), we hire their services. In close collaboration with the taxauthorities there is a contract drafted on which we don’t employ the fellows but we compensate them for their
living expenses. In this way we can keep clear of the income tax / social contribution risks, which is complicated
because we need the involvement of fellows on different areas of expertise AND different geographical locations
(in order to have the best possible result). Horizontal talks and discussions we had with tax-authorities helped a lot
in overcoming this problem. This approach is also new for EU and took a lot of discussions-explanations in order to
proof the expenses are eligible for funding, even the board of auditor from the EC got involved at a certain point.
In the end Dr. Manca (scimPulse) got the compliments of the EU for the achievements of ScimPulse, concerning
their work packages in the project (review/evaluation March 2017). This success was, among other reasons, fuelled
by the structure we have in executing the project.
What we still lack in generating monetary flows, is funding from grants and fundraising results in general. Although
we already mentioned it last year, still this is not performing like it should. One of the reasons, that this is lacking,
is performance on communication (terms of message we have and channels we use), but for certain, also the focus
on fundraising.
All of the board members have also (more than) a full time job, next to trying to propel the foundation. This is
slowing things down and is causing us to run behind on these kind of essential topics (communication/fundraising).
In 2017 there will be more focus on communication and fundraising. For the fundraising part, education
institutions are being approached in order to get an intern for developing a “ fundraising playbook”-, so we can get
help on essential questions for fundraising like: how do we need to communicate? -in what kind of landscape (for
fundraising) we operate? - what do we target with what? – strategies on how to approach?
Next to this, we are also looking for a “no cure-no pay” grant advisor.
We need to generate money from a different source than overhead coming from an EU project to be less
vulnerable dependent on one source of operating cash.
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As you might notice, the approach in 2016 is different of that of 2015 and before. We are experimenting on the
best way to have full transparency and optimal information providing. IN 2015 and before, we listed the volunteer
remunerations as costs and put them up as a donations for revenues. This dilutes form real P&L transactions, so
we decided to show them separately and keep them out of the P&L in 2016
P&L 2016 SCIMPULSE.ORG

ScimPulse Foundation 2016
Costs
Revenues
Description

Leisure
Travel
Website
Bankcosts
Depreciation
Operating reserve
Total

Amount

Description

(446.98) Overhead Open Care
(2,098.02)
(120.52)
(207.11)
(454.41)

Amount

22,667

(19,340)
22,667 Total

22,667

REVENUES
In this overview, it clearly shows that we are dependent on the overhead we generate from the EU project in
which we participate (OpenCare). We spend 90.668EUR in Open Care, which generates 25% overhead, this leads to
22.667 in revenues from “Overhead Open Care”.
We recognize this as revenues although in strict formality, the expenditures need to be audited as being
“eligible” in order to get assurance on this revenue. Giving the discussions we had with EU/Partners/Board of
auditors, the cmpliments we got which were propelled by the structure we have, and the fact that the amount is
lower than the threshold for an audit (325.000EUR, excluding the overhead – we would spend 283.040EUR if we
spend the entire budget), we decided to recognize it as being realized.
LEISURE
These are costs that we spend on dinners in both Geneva as the Netherlands. We have dinner when we meet live
for boardmeetings – but also if we go to dinner with possible partners that could help us move forward. In this
case there were 3 dinners – with on average 4 persons present – resulting in an average spend of 37EUR per
person, per dinner.
TRAVEL
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These costs mostly evolve around attending events to propel initiatives /projects of SimPulse, e.g. Soundsight
training event in Florence. Also live meetings we had in Geneva in order to discuss tactics and strategy and a
strategy weekend in the Netherlands.
WEBSITE
These are the costs for the domain name – ScimPulse (with each of the extensions: e.g. .org;.net;.com)
BANKING COSTS
The first two years we hardly had any costs for banking. Besides the fact we did not had much cash movement, a
large part was for free while we were a starting foundation for the public benefit. 2016 is the first year we have to
pay in full.
DEPRECIATION

Note: no months taken into account: if purchased in 2016 - 1 full year of deprciataition in 2016
Investment investment amount economic lifespam
year of purchase Depreciation: remark
IT
(1,071)
4
2016
(267.75) Stef laptop
Lego Play
(560)
3
2016
(186.66) Massimo

Total

(454.41)

VOLNTEER RENUMERATIONS
In general we don’t pay out volunteer remunerations. We also use to list all the activities and expenses we, as
volunteers, paid by ourselves. Although we still paid part of the expenses ourselves, we also got reimbursed for
some of them. For 2017 we will not pay, any expense that we incur for the best interest of the foundation,
ourselves anymore. We have generated some overhead which we can (carefully) use for reimbursing the expenses
we have as volunteers.
Within the Dutch tax-legislation, there is a possibility that people can deduct gifts to ANBI Foundations from their
income taxes. We provided the volunteers, eligible for Dutch income tax, with a certificate that they donated their
volunteer remuneration to the Foundation. This entitles them to an income tax deduction of 1.500EUR (not taken
into account the threshold for gifts). We provided such certificates to:
Massimo Mercuri (secretary/communications/IT)
Maria Habets (communications)
Stan Cuijpers (fundraising/IT)
Simone Meesters (logo design)
Stef Cuijpers (Treasurer/fundraising)
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BALANCE SHEET 31-12-2016 SCIMPULSE.ORG

ScimPulse Foundation 2016
Assets
Description

Amount

Laptop
Investment
Depreciation

Liabilities
BS Amount Description

Amount

BS Amount

803 Equity

19,431

Debts

98,945

1,071
268

Lego

373 EU

Investment

560

Depreciation

187

98,945

Debtors

Bank
RC
Spaarrekening

Balance Total

117,200
17,200
100,000

118,376 Balance Total

118,376

ASSETS:
From the statement one can see we have limited assets (other than liquidity). We invested in 1 laptop and some
LEGO equipment to execute activities.
We have significant liquidity on our balance sheet, which is mostly generated from a debt to EU- linked to the EU
program H2020, specifically the Open Care project.
We received pre-funding from the EU when the project started in the beginning of 2016. At the end of 2016, part
of that money is not spend but we still hold it to our balance sheet. Other part of the liquidity is the “ Operating
reserve” we generated in 2016 (see the 216 P&L).
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LIABILITIES
Equity is generated from Operating reserve in previous (including 2016) years: 91EUR from 2015 and 19.340EUR
from 2016.
Debt comes from the difference in pre-financing and the money we spend on the project. This looks as follows in a
flow overview:

Cost kind
Staff
Travel
Total
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Spendings

Eligible Project expenses
ScimPulse overhead (revenues) Pre-financed
88,284
22,071
2,384
596
90,668

22,667

212,279

Balance sheet possition

98,944

FINANCIAL PLANNING 2017-2021
The financial planning for ScimPulse.org for the upcoming four years is obligated by the Dutch tax-authorities in
order to maintain the ANBI status. Goal is to prove the foundation is not an “ empty shell” used for tax-deduction
reasons only. From this perspective, we are able to show a track record: we got recognized activities, we leave a
footprint in as well the Academic world, as of those of researchers and commercial parties. This latter interest
provides opportunities for a new, second, foundation (more in “ subsequence events”). In the Foundation that
carries the ANBI status, we cannot unfold commercial activities to fund the projects we pick up and accelerate. For
this reason we will create a second foundation that will have a mission to support the ANBI foundation (“mother”).
DIFFERENT APPROACH ON FINANCIAL PLANNING
In previous annual reports, we tried to “guestemate” the financial trail we would leave if we could accelerate the
development of the foundation in terms of funding and donations. Part of these donations were (already) based
on a vision that we could exploit the proven track record in a commercial way, via a second foundation. In
retrospective the part of attracting money from grants- and fundraising, is a specific, specialized activity. An
activity that takes a lot of effort to harvest value from. Given our day-to-day activities the projection in earlier
annual reports was presented in too rose colors.
The establishment of a second foundation, in order to exploit the commercial value of the track record of the ANBI
foundation, was underestimated. At itself, a foundation can be established with the signature of each of the board
members to a form deposited at the Notary. In order to learn from experiences in the original foundation and to
explore what kind of activities we want to exploit, we needed more time to actually establish this second
foundation. Missing these essential requirements, is also one of the reasons that made us miss the financial
planning from earlier reports. Other, more important reason, is that we do way more in kind than was held
possible.
So, although we might miss on our financial planning, we do live up to our intrinsic values in accelerating initiatives
and projects to actual sustainable projects/activities.
For this year’s financial planning we take the approach to look more at activity development, related to the
activities we shown in 2016 and try to translate this into financial consequences. This means that we evaluate
2016, in terms of financials and activities, and project this towards the future. It also means that we presume our
structure will be stable, not on terms of volunteers/fellows but in management (board) level. The expected income
from the second foundation is still uncertain, while we need a solid business plan in order to get a reasonable
estimation. Basic assumption will be that every penny that is profit from the commercial “daughter” of ScimPulse,
will be redirected to this foundation, which will be spend on generating more projects and activities in order to
reach our Vision.
P&L wise, how the second foundation develops, influences the activities we can do within the “mother”, but profit
wise this will (theoretically) not change anything. The goal is not to build up equity, but spend it all on activities
that help our cause. In practice, however, we first built up equity to a certain extend in order to provide “going
concern” assurance in times that we experience a setback in revenues.
This vision will be projected in future planning of P&L and balance sheet. The order of magnitude involved with
revenues and expenditures will not be projected, only the desired outcome (built of equity) and the activities that
we know for sure we will execute, including their consequences – mainly fueled by participation in EU projects..
So…..we still have the strategic approach to get as much as possible from “ like-for-like” but we also recognize the
opportunities that we would get from generating revenues that we could spend on adopting a fellow and execute
a project ourselves (instead of propelling it). We will not project this in the future P&L’s while we do not know the
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full opportunities and risks form the second foundation in order to give an estimation that makes sense. We will
adapt along the way.
Grants- and fundraising revenues were also estimated in an optimistic way. This turns out also to be a bit more
challenging. The “ grant-landscape” is so extended and complicated that it takes a specialized professional to focus
and make sure you apply for the right grants and harvest the full opportunities. You could shoot at it with hail, but
the chance that you hit the right target is minimal because you don’t know what you are shooting on. To stay in
the metaphor, we rather shoot to hit the “ grant-target” with one shot. For this reason, 2017 will be a year to get
“no cure-no pay” professional help. This also means that we have no idea what the possibilities are, so target
setting for future will not be viable.
The same goes for fundraising. We recognize that this is a specialized field of expertise. Given the diversity we have
in “projects/initiatives/methods/structure” we could fundraise on different areas. Prerequisite for good
fundraising is a plan-connecting to a communication plan. Right now, we lack both. In 2017 already contact has
been made to institutions to provide us with an intern that could write our “fundraising playbook” so we have
more clear direction on what to do and what are our possibilities. Any forecast until we have more clarity would be
an assumption without a proper base. Until we have more clarity, also these revenue targets will be left out of the
financial planning.
P&L 2017-2020
Costs

ScimPulse Foundation 2017
Revenues

Description

Amount

Description

Generated overhead

Costs
Amount

Description

ScimPulse Foundation 2018
Revenues
Amount

58,510

Generated overhead

Operating costs
Fellow " adoption"

4,990.56

Operating costs
Fellow " adoption"

7,485.84
27,964.16

Operating reserve

53,519.02

Operating reserve

27,049.99

58,510

Costs
Description

58,510

62,500

ScimPulse Foundation 2019
Revenues
Amount

Description

Generated overhead

Costs
Amount

Description

Amount

62,500

62,500

62,500

Description

Generated overhead

11,228.76
42,000.00

Operating costs
Fellow " adoption"

16,843.14
42,000.00

Operating reserve

9,271.24

Operating reserve

3,656.86

62,500

Amount

ScimPulse Foundation 2020
Revenues

Operating costs
Fellow " adoption"

62,500

Description

62,500

Amount

62,500

62,500

OPERATING COSTS
From the level in 2016 (3.3k) we target to grow 50% yoy. We want to extend our visibility in order to get more
recognition and by that to be able to adopt more projects. These costs include travel/leisure expense, bank costs,
website costs and depreciation (see also P&L 2016). Costs like banking costs and web-site costs are estimated to
keep stable (inflation not included) so we can grow more in travel/leisure in order to, for instance, facilitate our
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fellows in some travel. Depreciation will gradually decrease from 2018 towards zero in 2020 (expenses growth
comes from travel/leisure).
There will be no new investments in assets done for this foundation. Tax-wise it is more interesting to invest via the
second foundation (tax benefits from VAT) and placed at disposal as a donation (deductible from profit tax) to the
foundation. Depreciation will take place at the second foundation.
FELLOW ADOPTION
We aim to support a fellow and his research/project. However, our primary focus will be on assuring sustainability.
In order to do so, we aim at building our reserve for 100k. This will allow us to continue business as usual, even if
we miss 2 years of overhead generation and we will get no support from the ScimPulse.com (second foundation,
which host commercial activities – see also “subsequent events”).
It is projected that part of 2018 we already can adopt a fellow – while the target for equity has been reached. For
2018, we estimate we can support a fellow for 8 months. As from 2019 on we could support a full time fellow. Pre
requisite for the support is a living allowance of maximum 3.500EUR a month. Also here we will never employ the
fellow into the foundation but offer him a contract in which we contribute to his living expenses for 3.500EUR /
month. In this projection we cannot afford a higher amount if we want to keep growing in operational expenses at
a rate of 50% yoy.
OPERATING RESERVE
Generated Operating reserve will first be used to fill up the equity to desired levels. For Scimpulse.org we estimate
this to be at 100.000EUR. This will assure going concern for two years (including the support of the Fellow) in case
we get no revenues from EU projects or no contribution from activities of the second foundation.
Mid-2018 we have generated enough Operating reserve that puts our equity to the desired level. At that point we
can start supporting the fellow. In 2019-2020 we have some Operating reserve left after contributing to the fellow,
this will be added to the equity. If we would put the living allowance for a fellow higher as 3500EUR/month, we
would not have enough resources left to fuel the yoy expected growth in operating expenses. The allowance could
be calculated at approximately 3.800EUR/month (given the Operating reserve in 2018) but that would give us no
room to operate anymore and still keep a constant fellow contribution.
GENERATED OVERHEAD
We believe we will keep generating overhead from EU projects in the H2020 program at a slightly higher rate as in
2016-2017. We have proven in OenCare that our organization is able to generate substantial value for the project
just by the way we operate and are structured. We suspect that this created visibility will give us access to other
initiatives and we can contribute in these kind of opportunities. We also realize we are, currently, limited by our
maximum span of control. We expect that generating 62.5k in overhead (meaning we would have to spend 250k in
direct costs), is about the limited given our current organizational structure.
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BALANCE SHEET 2017-2020
ScimPulse Foundation EOY 2017
Liabilities
Amount
Amount
BS Amount Description
BS Amount
Assets

Description
Laptop

535 Equity

Investment

72,950

1,071

Depreciation

Laptop
Depreciation

Debts
Lego

Description

Investment

535

187 EU

ScimPulse Foundation EOY 2018
Liabilities
Amount
Amount
BS Amount Description
BS Amount
Assets

268 Equity
803

98,945

Debts
0 EU

Lego

98,945

Investment

560

Investment

560

Depreciation

373

Depreciation

560

Debtors

98,945
98,945

Debtors

Bank

171,173

RC

Bank

71,173

Spaarrekening

RC

100,000

Balance Total

Spaarrekening

171,895 Balance Total

171,895

ScimPulse Foundation EOY 2019
Liabilities
BS Amount Description
BS Amount
Amount
Amount

Laptop

-

Investment

1,071

Depreciation

1,071

Equity

100,000

198,945 Balance Total

ScimPulse Foundation EOY 2020
Liabilities
BS Amount Description
BS Amount
Amount
Amount

Description

Equity

98,945

EU

98,945
98,945

Debtors

Bank

208,216

Bank

211,873

RC

108,216

RC

111,873

Spaarrekening

100,000

Spaarrekening

100,000

Balance Total

112,928

Debts

98,945

Debtors

198,945

Assets

109,271

Debts
EU

198,677
98,677

Balance Total

Assets

Description

100,000

1,071

208,216 Balance Total

208,216

Balance Total

211,873 Balance Total

211,873

ASSETS (NOT LIQUIDITY)
Like expressed before (P&L depreciation), the assets will slowly disappear from the balance sheet of ScimPulse.org:
There will be no new investments in assets done for this foundation. Tax-wise it is more interesting to invest via the
second foundation (tax benefits from VAT) and placed at disposal as a donation (deductible from profit tax) to the
foundation. Depreciation will take place at the second foundation.
LIQUIDITY
Target is 100k on the saving accounts – the amount that we target for the equity. The RC is a consequence of this
vision. It will be likely that we keep only operating cash for current month +3, this will just be a movement
between accounts.
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EQUITY
Equity will grow with a rapid pace until we start financing a fellow (mid 2018, when equity target is reached). After
2018 there is less growth in equity, while we target not to leave Operating reserve and spend all on our primary
activity of accelerating/elevating projects
DEBT
Looking at liquidity development, we also presume that the pre-finance position for EU projects will be stable at
around 100.000EUR. As explained in the previous paragraphs, we assume our management structure to be stable
and with that we realize our span of control will probably not be able to handle more as 250k in direct spending for
EU projects (generating 62.5k in overheads) – so pre-finance position of the EU is estimated to be at a stable 2016
level.
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CAPTURING ADDED VALUE SCIMPULSE
Because we operate in the way we do, mostly like for like, we generate limited movement in P&L and Balance
Sheet compared to the value we are generating. We bring experts/researchers/scientists/fellows/volunteers
together in an environment where they add value. ScimPulse offers them the opportunity to propel themselves
under the guidance of ScimPulse. This value is not recognizable in P&L while there is no movement of monetary
value or obligations that are related to these kind of activities.
We have calls, we organize events in which we brainstorm and propel initiatives, we create sandbox environments
in which participants can play/challenge/discuss/construct.
METHOD
We recognize that it is extremely difficult to capture value from discussions-talks-brainstorms and so on. We try to
capture this by estimating the number of hours that went into this activity. For this we divided the landscape in 3
“zones”:
1) ScimPulse: what are the amount of hours that we, as a board, put into the different projects
2) Fellows: what are the amount of hours that the fellows (read: initiator) put in as effort
3) Volunteers: what are the amount of hours that the volunteers of the fellows (read initiators) put into the
projects/initiatives.
Next to the hours we also asked them to sum their “ out of pocket costs” (what they spend from their own pocket)
and what kind of donations they received in terms of facilities/equipment.
EXPLORATIONS-INITIATIVES-PROJECTS
In 2016 we executed many activities in order to add value to the cause of the Foundation. This means that you
explore, initiate and in the end turn it into a project. In order to keep track on what we do, we initiated a so called
“activity tracker” where we (try to) list all things we working on.
EXPLORATION
Meaning we have premature discussions with stakeholders in order to assess the feasibility and impact that it can
create:
Title

#

4

Contact person

redesigning the financial
infrastructure to reflect today's
value propositions and to fully
Reboot Banking, financial tools for
benefits from the technological
Marco Manca and team
humanitarianism
advancements that have changed
the participation and governance
dynamics in so many other fields

CREEDOH
6
7 Cloud Network
10 Hephestos
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Short description

A "Seal of trust" for companies
and innovators
Computing collaboration network
http://www.hephestos.org/

Asigned boardmember

Marco Manca

Phase (roll-down menu)

Exploration

Massimo Mercuri

Massimo Mercuri

Exploration

Massimo Mercuri
Massimo Mercuri

Massimo Mercuri
Massimo Mercuri

Exploration
Exploration

INITIATIVES
Coming from the exploration phase, in this phase stakeholders have discussions among themselves to talk on
possibilities on the initiative to grow into a project.
Title

#

Agricultural anthropocene
1

Short description
Developing an evidence based
systems engineering for
agriculture/farming

Contact person
Tsilla Boisselett

Asigned boardmember
Marco Manca

Phase (roll-down menu)
Initiative

PROJECTS
In this phase we have the governance structure in place and arranged stakeholders so that they can work together
to propel this project. “ Project” in this case means that ScimPulse has taken the initiative and wants to take it
project level. This could mean that the project is adopted by a third party – or we still looking for it to be adopted –
or we execute the project ourselves (Open Care as an example – but many more in future, depending on the
fundraising/grants/resource generation from second foundation)
Title

#

Short description

Contact person

Asigned boardmember

Phase (roll-down menu)

"Communication project"

The OPERA Project - a mix of art
and science to create a modern
Susana Wang
opera and a powerful channel to
reflect and tell a story

Marco Manca

Project

SoundSight (spinoff)

Bringing a didactical acoustic
virtual reality to the product stage,
Irene Lanza
and make it available on the
market

Marco Manca

Project

OpenCare

reDesigning welfare, by
connecting carers, people in
needs, and hackers

Marco Manca, Nadia Al iman

Marco Manca

Project

1st level International Master
"reDesign Medicine"

The course will form healthcare
and medical technologies
designers

Giorgia Zunino

Marco Manca

Project

Biodynamo

R&D on computing infrastructure
for large heterogeneous biological
simulations. The use care is the
development of human brain
Roman Bauer
connectivity starting from agents
regulated by simple, biologically
realistic, sets of rules

Marco Manca

Project

2

3

5

8

9
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2016 VALUE CREATION

Zone 1) ScimPulse: what is the value of the amount of hours that we, as a board, put into the different projects
Zone 2) Fellows: what is the value of the amount of hours (and out of pocket costs) that the fellows (read: initiator)
put in as effort
Zone 3) Volunteers: what is the value of the amount of hours that the volunteers of the fellows (read initiators) put
into the projects/initiatives.
For the value in zone 1, we calculated the number of hours times a rate of 250EUR / hr. This rate is benchmarked
against consultancy fees from consultancy firms (starting at 350, going up to 1.000) and independent consultants
(varying from 100-350). Hiring a consultant for advice and guidance, most probably will be an experienced
consultant. We don’t want to claim excessive rates (consultancy firms) but we do need to recognize that this is
what we contribute – the project does not need to hire this external consultant.
For the value in zone 2 and 3, we take a rate of 100EUR/hr, the lower value from the independent consultant. The
level of education of each of the volunteers/fellows is such that it can justify an hourly rate of 100EUR. Although
experts on their own field, hiring academic expertise is not as expensive as an external consultant (not passing on
judgement if this is right or wrong).
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Marco
Hrs
Rate
Value
hrs
Out of
pocket
costs

ScimPulse.org
Stef
Massimo

Sustainable Agriculture
Tsilla
Volunteers

Irene

Soundsight
Volunteers

Opera
Susanna Volunteers

Biodynamo
Roman Bauer Volunteers

1,410
250

270
250

520
250

260
100

56
100

740
100

69
100

864
100

263
100

400
100

352,500

67,500

130,000

26,000

5,600

74,000

6,917

86,400

26,300

40,000

1,700

Total
value
creation

585

3,900

100

-

Totals
4,852

815,217

6,185

821,402

We only listed our primary activities (initiatives/projects) in 2016. The value projected is not complete but gives an
sufficient indication of the value that is added. We listed 4 initiatives/projects that, in our perspective, consumed
the most of our resources/attention. So also here we miss out on some value we create as ScimPulse. However, we
feel that these projects/initiatives represent the majority of our efforts.

DISCLOSURE ON CAPTURING VALUE 2016
We, as ScimPulse are trying to capture the value that we add to the community in order to give an indication on
what we, as an ANBI foundation, contribute to society. We feel we play an important role in propelling
fundamental science and research, but we cannot really show it in the traditional value management methods.
Reason is that our unique (and successful) method on propelling projects/initiatives/ideas, works without
“pumping around liquidities”. 2016 is the first year that we try to capture this, purely based on hours and other
resources that were made available by us, our volunteers or third parties with a link to the projects/initiatives we
carry.
The captured value that is projected in the annual report 2016, is a preliminary one. We keep on improving the
method we measure, the components we measure and the what projects/initiatives to measure.
The value we captured so far, equals the amount of EUR 821.402. We will investigate further and will come with a
final valuation of our activities in 2016. At the moment the annual report went to press, we accepted the
conservative valuation and gladly refer to future publication of “value capturing 2016” on our website.
For future years, we developed an “activity tracker” where we will capture all the initiatives/ideas/projects we
work on and, at the same time, report the hours and other resources we used to engage with these activities. This
will enables us to track our added value in an objective/transparent way for coming years.
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
So, what happened after 31st of December 2016, which needs to be included in this report , in order to create true
transparency and full disclosure of our activities that would help all our stakeholders to get a better picture of
ScimPulse.
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First thing that comes to mind is the realization that we, as an organization, cannot proceed and expect to
thrive to the fullest in the way we envisioned. We expected that we could do all our activities “ in kind”,
without the constraints that will be experienced by monetary flows.
We would like to have all of our activities “ in kind”. But if we want to fully operate and get the most out
of the ScimPulse initiative, we will have to get access to extrinsic flows as well. After all, the fellows that
will execute a project/initiative, will have to live as well…and that takes money, no matter how you twist
it. In order to get more cashflow to support this, we will establish a second foundation. As it turns out, lots
of companies and organizations truly have interest in our method how to propel projects/initiatives until
they spinoff on their own. This can be commercialized and used to fund ideas/initiatives and projects that
cannot get any funding elsewhere (and ScimPulse believes in their idea).
Therefor we will announce a second foundation that will host commercial activities which will fund the
first foundation, ScimPulse.org.
We engaged in a new consortium that will apply to a second EU funded project. We feel that our
foundation can contribute a lot on EU level (as we did in the Open Care project where we got
compliments throughout the EU in how we engaged in the project (and the quality of the work that was
delivered by ScimPulse).
We engaged with professional fundraisers, based on “ no cure-no pay”. We don’t have the knowledge in
house to ensure success of ScimPulse on the area of fundraising. We know we can be entitled to lots of
grants- and funds because of the work we do, but we have no idea where to start, and how to handle this.
Therefore we seek in the students ecosystem to help us with a “ fundraising playbook” and we sought
contact with a consultant on fundraising that will show us the way, based on no cure now pay.

